Invictus 240FX £55,000
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BOAT SPECIFICATIONS
Tax
Model
Year

Location

Builder

Hull
Material

Included

2016

Max Draft

1ft 9in

Engine(s)

Suzuki

Make

Outboard

Torquay,

Engine(s)

Devon

Power

Invictus

Engine

Yachts, UK

Model

GRP

LOA

21ft 7in

Beam

5ft 11in

200 hp

DF200AP

Fuel

270 Litres

Water

50 Litres

DESCRIPTION
The Invictus 240FX offers the perfect balance between practicality and performance. The 240FX boasts a host of features
that helps to set it apart from similar boats in her class.
With the fantastic walk around deck she is ideal for younger families and yet with her 200HP Suzuki Outboard she is
capable of both a good top speed and fast cruising speeds alike.
“Prestige” has a classy colour scheme with her Black and fine cream upholstery option. Italian design flair is apparent
throughout the deck space, and the materials used are not only good to look at, the high quality fit and finish give the
whole boat a truly luxurious feel.
Unlike many of her competitors the Invictus 240 also benefits from an electric flush toilet making It so much easier for
longer days on the water. This Invictus has also been fitted with a compact disappearing Bimini when you need to get out
of the sun, which ‘disappears’ neatly upon foldaway.
Antifouled and serviced August 2022.

ADDITIONAL EXTRAS
Full cabin equipment
“Cognac” upholstery
Aft convertible sunpad
Aft outdoor shower
Rollaway stepladder
Cockpit lockers
Cockpit coaming bolsters
Tilting bow roller
Color “Personal White”
Leaning-post module with footrest
Timoneria idraulica
OPTIONS
“Black Shadow” hull colour
Flaps
“Titanium” upholstery

Winch With Stainless Steel Chain And Anchor
Compact disappearing bimini
Back seats for leaning-post
Kit additional bow seating for extended version
Bow sunpad extension (only with extended seating)
Removable cockpit teak table
WC vacuflush
Helm cover
Canvas for aft couch
Canvas for leaning-post
Canvas for extended bow seating

GALLERY
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